TASK 2 - DESIGN GRADE 12
DUE DATE: Friday, 29 May
Instructions:
For this task you will be completing the following sections of the attached copy of the 2019 September trial exam. These sections are also highlighted in red on the exam paper. Pay particular attention to all instructions which are highlighted in red. Mark allocations remain as they are on the exam paper. They will be converted to a mark out of fifty.
SECTION A
VISUAL LITERACY: Unseen analysis using the elements and principles. 
Activity: Complete Questions 1.1.1 and 1.1.2 of the 2019 September trial exam. (This is a revision question. Use the model answer in question 1.2 to guide your approach to answering 1.1.1. It has been completed under the questions on the exam paper).           
SECTION C
DESIGN IN A SOCIO-CULTURAL/ENVIRONMENTAL CONTEXT                 
 Activity: 
Step 1: Begin by reading and revising the following attachments. 
·	The differences between visual arts, design and crafts and the role of traditional crafts on contemporary design. 
·	Zulu weaving - Pay particular attention to the function and shapes of the baskets that they weave, the symbolism of the shapes that form the patterns on the woven baskets, their weaving and dyeing techniques. Also note how the weaving tradition evolved and changed through the incorporation of a new weaving material, telephone wires and how it affected the colour and patterns of their baskets.( Note: your essay on a traditional craft requires this kind of detail). 
·	Porky Hefer, with specific reference to his aims, influences, methods/techniques and his reasoning behind this approach. In other words, what is the context/background to his approach. Also consider the way he incorporates the traditional craft of weaving, into his work and why. as well as the the pros and cons of incorporating traditional techniques into his designs. 
Step 2: 
Using the knowledge that you have gained from the notes complete the following sections of the exam paper.
 Questions 5.1.1, 5.1.2 (leave out 5.1.3).
 Question 5.2 - Answer all sections of this question, (5.2.1, 5.2.2 and 5.2.3)  

Submit your completed task as a word document. My email address is belinda.haggard@gmail.com. Do not forget to put your name on your work.
 
                                                        


